CASSETTO

®

Swing-Zipscreen and Swing-Shutter
in one system

Swing-Zipscreen and swing shutters by Klappex are structurally identical and can be easily operated in any
angle. This can be possible by a new system that rotates when the cassette frame is exposed to the guide rail
frame. The same design allows correspondingly attractive variations in the same structure.

Distinguished with the
Federal Award 2015

No matter if residential, office or business
premises, combination of the sun, privacy
and burglary protection with improved indoor
climate and optimal visibility to the outside.

-OLIRIS GmbH
www.klappex.de

CASSETTO

®

Klappex® Swing-Zipscreen

With the new Swing-Zipscreen and Swing-Roller-Shutter,
Klappex, after the thermal renovation of the roller shutter,
which in the meantime has been manufactured thousands
of times and imitated and rebuilt by large roller shutter
manufacturers, is once again launching a future-oriented
product.
A cassette integrated in the roller shutter box is firmly connected to the kink-free roller shutter rails and rotates when
it is displayed. Thus, the flow and discharge is secured in
any position. Both roller blinds or zipscreen hangings can
be used. In addition, the equipment with integrated fly
screen roller blind is possible in both variants.

Swing-CASSETTO®

Conventional
display system

Flared CASSETTO Swing-Zipscreen

Rotation

Kinking

CASSETTO Zipscreen

A clean up and down is usually not possible with
conventional buckling rails in flared state.

Drive and operation

Belt drive mechanism

For raising and lowering both types of blinds,
the adjacent drives are optionally available. For
battery operation, a solar cell can optionally be
integrated.

Affordable solution,
which can also be used
on the already existing
Rollotron.
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Klappex® Swing-Shutter

Swing-CASSETTO®

Conventional
display system

Rotation

Flared CASSETTO Swing-Shutters

Kinking

The kink-free guide rail ensures a clean up and
down of the respective curtain in every deployment
angle.

CASSETTO Shutters

12V battery operation

230V motor drive

Optionally with solar
panel and/or remote
control. Advantage:
Power lines are not
required.

Optionally with
remote control
and 1/0-control.

CASSETTO
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Swing-Zipscreen and Swing-Shutter
in one system

Whether because of sun, sight or burglary protection, a facade should also architecturally give a worth seeing
overall picture.
Swing-Shutters and Swing-Zipscreen from Klappex meet this requirement due to the construction of the
elements. Owners, homeowners or architects have the choice of over 100 color combinations for roller shutters
and screen.
Shutters and screens can be combined individually, e.g. shutters on the ground floor and screen on the upper
floors. Every combination is feasible and provides a suitable appearance with appropriate color choice.
Environmentally aware builders who have opted for the rechargeable battery drive, charge the battery without
any cost through an integrated solar cell from the sun.
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